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A storm that began to develop in the
center of the country late Monday has
shattered the relative quiet.
“A potent low-pressure system
developing out of the Rockies will
produce gusty thunderstorms from the
central Plains to lower Mississippi River
Valley through Wednesday night,”
AccuWeather Meteorologist Adam
Sadvary said.
"It is not out of the question that
isolated tornadoes may spin up along this system’s strengthening cold front,” Sadvary said.
As the cold front associated with this expansive storm continues to shift east on Wednesday, so
too will the threat for feisty, dangerous weather.
During the day Wednesday, the threat for severe thunderstorms will stretch over a wide swath
of the Central states. Residents from southern Iowa all the way to northern Louisiana will need
to keep an eye to the sky and have multiple ways to receive severe weather
warnings Wednesday.
The threat for severe weather will shift farther eastward Wednesday night. Areas from central
Illinois to central Tennessee through northern Alabama and Mississippi and even into central
Louisiana will be in the crosshairs of potent storms Wednesday night.
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Dozens of earthquakes have struck far
beneath the Inglewood area in the past two
days, most of them following a 4.0 magnitude
temblor that shook much of Southern
California awake early Monday morning.
The swarm of 87 quakes began at 4:15 a.m.
Monday, with the biggest hitting about half
an hour later and the most recent at about
1:05 p.m. Tuesday.
But the seismic event appears to be ebbing on its second day, when only four quakes occurred,
the largest one a magnitude 2.4, according to the U.S. Geological Survey.
The quakes have all been epicentered more than 8 miles deep — making it unlikely the smaller
ones are being felt by anyone, since they’re so far away from the source of shaking.
Los Angeles area earthquakes are typically 3 miles deep, USGS geophysicist Paul Caruso told
the Los Angeles Times.
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Joint Preliminary Damage Assessments
State

Event

GA
AL

Number of Counties for IA

Start-End

Requested

Completed

Severe Storms & Tornadoes
March 25-26

1

0

4/6-TBD

Severe Storms & Tornadoes
March 25-26

8

0

TBD

WSP USA Inspection Services Active Disasters
Disaster Number
and State

Disaster Type

Number of Counties
Declared

Days Since
Launch

Registration
Deadline

4586 TX

Severe Ice Storm

126 Counties

44

4/20/2021

WSP USA INSPECTION SERVICES ACTIVITY
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